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ABSTRACT

FLOW RATE MODELLING BY ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS 
METHOD

Murat CAN

Artificial Neural Networks are simulation models having skills as learning like 
human brain, acquiring experience, making comparision, deducting and so 
familiar for updated technology, also highly developed and applicable to 
engineering field for the last 30 years. The most important exclusivity of this 
kind of models rather than the other extant mathematical models, is the 
sustainable training of the model by existing real data values. Corresponding 
trained model can update itself according to the new data sequences that can be 
added upto existence for the time being and the models reach to conclusion so
close to the actual result. In this study; it is aimed to predicate that Artificial 
Neural Networks are applicable to hydrologic cases of deriving flow rates for a 
adequate period of time that is required for planning functional, secure and 
economical hydraulic structures by engineering point of view. Thereby 
composing artificial neural network by aiming is trained for different 
alternative cases. Trained as input data set and Test as output data set are 
produced whereby multiple regression analysis. As a result of forming Artificial 
Neural Network is compared both by the lineer regression analysis used for 
governmental agencies and by the multiple regression analysis used for 
academical and practice instituties. Eventually the results are pointed out that
this models have sufficient reliability for these cases, because of the error 
margins remain in the limit of engineering tolerances. But when the 
intermediate layers of these networks are resolved more effectively at a future,
it is definite that these models will yield more succesful results.
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